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The purpose of sports training is to achieve the highest possible sports result (for a given
individual). Training is efficient if this result is achieved with a minimal expenditure of time and
energy. In accordance with the above statements, Science of Sports Training tells the reader
how to achieve maximal results with minimum of effort.This book contains the sports training
know-how of internationally known training specialists you can use to improve your speed,
strength, power, endurance, coordination, and flexibility, as well as technical and tactical skills,
while avoiding overtraining and injuries.-- Apply time- and energy-saving methods in your
training.-- Master your techniques faster, react quicker, last longer, and prevent injuries.--
Improve your speed, strength, endurance, and coordination.-- Integrate physical training with
mental training.-- Learn how and when to apply means of recovery.-- Learn how to integrate
nutrition with training for best results.-- Learn how to plan and control sports training from
workout to workout, week to week, month to month, and year to year so as to get the best results
with minimum time and energy expenditure.The principles and methods explained in this book
are illustrated by examples from several sport disciplines (track and field, swimming, boxing,
wrestling, gymnastics, and ball games), and are easily applied in every sport. Further, these
examples are presented in such a way as to make it easy to apply the conclusions to any other
sport.
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IINTRODUCTION TO SPORTS TRAININGThe purpose of sports training is to achieve the
highest possible sports result for a given individual. Training is efficient if this result is achieved
with a minimal expenditure of time and energy. This book is about finding the right training
methods and loads for peak performance.The examples illustrating the principles of training and
the methods of controlling it come from sports that most people are familiar with. Further, these
examples are presented in such a way as to make it easy to apply the conclusions to any other
sport. The methods of controlling the training process that are described in this book do not
require complicated equipment and bunches of technicians to apply them in training. The data
provided by the most sophisticated scientific equipment is worth only as much as the coach’s
understanding of and ability to apply it for desired results. A well-educated coach or sports
researcher does not need sophisticated exercise and testing equipment. A sound knowledge of
human physiology lets the coach extract relevant information from simple measurements and
efficiently control the training process on that basis.The book is divided into four parts. In this
first part the reader will encounter basic concepts and principles, plus the fundamentals
necessary for a good understanding of nutrition and how it affects an athlete’s performance.
Further, there is a chapter on natural means of recovery from work, whether from one workout or
from the months spent getting ready for a competition.1. Basic Concepts in Sports
TrainingSports training leads to morphological, physiological, biochemical, and psychological
changes. The character of these changes depends on the volume and intensity of the training,
on the frequency and density of workouts, and on other factors defined in this chapter. These
factors of training vary depending on the sport, the period of training, and the needs of an
individual athlete. The next score of pages contain a good number of definitions of terms and
concepts. Reading through these will prepare the reader for the many encounters with these
concepts throughout the book. Studying and learning them will pay off in increased
understanding.DefinitionsSetting training tasks for an athlete must take into account
fundamental rules of training:Trainability, the potential to improve in response to training,
depends on the age and the pretraining fitness of the individual,Recoverability, the ability to
resume work after an effort, depends on the quality and quantity of rest,Adaptations form rapidly
with high-intensity work but such adaptations do not last. For adaptations to last, they have to be
formed slowly with a high volume of work.Volume of training is a sum of physical efforts
performed by an athlete during a given workout or week of workouts or during any time interval.
Volume of training is commonly measured in hours of exercising, number of repetitions, tons, or
miles, but these measures do not give a true picture of the actual work performed by the athlete.



Why? Fidelus (1989) gives an example of a workout when an athlete did speed drills, speed-
endurance drills, and then worked on aerobic endurance. The speed drills were done at 7m/s
(25.2 km/h or 15.75 miles per hour) and the total distance covered was 2 kilometers (1.2 miles).
Speed-endurance drills were done at 6 m/s (21.6 km/h or 13.5 mph) for a total distance of 6
kilometers (3.7 miles). The aerobic endurance run was done at 4 m/s (14.4 km/h or 9 mph or
less than 7 minutes per mile), for a total distance of 18 kilometers (11 miles). So if one measures
volume of work by distance covered, then these exercises would compare like this: 2:6:18. But if
work volume is expressed as work output in MJ (megajoule), then it is evident that the most work
was done in the speed drills (1.06 MJ), less in the aerobic endurance run (0.51 MJ), and the
least (0.26 MJ) in the speed-endurance drills (Fidelus 1989).Volume of a workout, if expressed
in time units, is the total time of the work and necessary rest between efforts, not counting the
time spent on organizational matters and the preparation of apparatus and equipment.When
giving the volume of work in any time interval, apart from the amount of work expressed in the
tonnage, or distance, or the number of exercises, or the number of hours of a given type of work,
the coach should also specify the number of workouts and the number of days with
workouts.The relation between the volume of training work and an increase of ability is not a
straight-line one. Research (Mellerowicz 1968) shows that as volume of training goes up, the
rate of increase of trained ability is relatively decreasing. This means that the degree of
effectiveness of training, or the increase of ability to the volume of training work ratio, constantly
decreases. This ratio can be described by a parabola.Figure 1. Volume of training and increase
of ability (Mellerowicz 1968)Fig. 1 shows that an untrained individual can experience a great
increase of ability with a little training effort. As the level of ability grows, similar training will
produce progressively smaller increases of ability. Eventually, increasing the volume of training
work alone without changing the intensity will cease to increase the ability at all, or it may begin
to decline.Intensity of training is the amount of work per time it took to do it. Intensity of exercise
is commonly measured in meters per second, amount of resistance per repetition, repetitions
per minute, or heartbeats per minute. Intensity of exercise (with the exception of speed or
strength exercises) can also be expressed as a percentage of maximal heart rate.Table 1. Zones
of intensity according to Farfel (1960)Examples of efforts of various absolute or physiological
intensities (Ulatowski 1981a):moderate intensity: 20000-meter run, 5000-meter swim, majority of
acyclic exercises;high intensity runs: 3000 to 10000 meters;submaximal intensity runs: 400
meter, 800 meter, 1500 meter;maximal intensity: sprints of 100 meters, 200 meters; 110-meter
hurdles.Practically, the intensity of exercise is a ratio of the athlete’s current power output (work
output divided by time of work) to his or her maximal power output in a given exercise (Fidelus
1989). Knowing current and maximal power output requires using biomechanical formulas.
Another way of describing intensity is to use a percentage of the athlete’s maximal effort
intensity. When using this percentage of maximal intensity, the intensity of the exercise is
compared to the best performance of the athlete in that event. If measured by this method, the
relative intensity of some exercises can exceed 100%. For example, a long-distance runner can



do interval training with a speed, and thus an intensity, greater than the race speed.
Weightlifters, using different types of muscle actions while holding or lowering the weight, can
handle greater loads than the ones they lift normally.Intensity of a workout can be estimated by
adding up the heartbeats during the workout (including all exercises and all rest breaks) and
during the first stage of recovery (the first five minutes of a cool-down), then deducting the
average resting heart rate multiplied by the time of workout, plus the time of first stage of
recovery. In sports in which heart rate accurately reflects intensity of work, this method gives a
good idea of the internal load, i.e., how the workout affected the athlete.Training work of low
intensity but high volume leads to slow but steady progress and consistent performance. A high
intensity of work brings quick but unstable progress because it can overstrain involved systems,
and even if it does not, the total volume of work performed with high intensity is nearly always
lower than the volume possible with low intensity. This means a smaller chance for the athlete to
gradually develop sufficient adaptation. High volume is needed for big enough changes in the
organism, and low intensity ensures that the stimuli are developmental and not destructive. The
increase of intensity of training usually happens at the expense of volume and vice versa.A high
intensity of training work, based on a previously done high volume of work, prepares athletes for
high sports results.Figure 2. An example of training load dynamics in a yearly cycle. 1—general
exercises; 2—sport-specific exercises; 3—competitive exercises (Reprinted from Zbigniew
Naglak, Trening Sportowy: Teoria i Praktyka, 3rd ed., 1979, p 103. Courtesy of PWN
Warszawa.)Movement density refers to the amount of time that the athlete is exercising in a
workout (not counting rest periods between exercises), per total time of the workout. A workout
may have a high movement density and a low intensity if light exercises are done continuously. A
gymnastic or weightlifting workout may be very intensive and have low movement density.
Briefly: density refers to the work-to-rest ratio in exercises or in a whole workout. Different types
of training have a different optimal work-to-rest ratio. For example, in endurance training with low-
intensity exercises, the rest break varies from none to equal that of the time of work. In
endurance training with high-intensity exercises or in strength training, the rest break can be
more than eight times longer than the work (Harre and Winfried 1991). In speed training the rest
breaks can be more than twenty times longer than work periods—for example, 2.5-second
sprints interspaced with 60-second rest breaks (Chmura 1992).Duration of a workout is the total
time of the workout including the rest breaks between exercises and the time spent on
organizational matters and the preparation of apparatus and equipment.Training load. Volume,
intensity, movement density, and duration of the workout comprise the external training
load.Comparing external training loads of particular workouts, one should compare exercises of
the same structure and zone of intensity because different exercises of the same work output
(volume) have a drastically different internal effect (internal load). For example, lifting a given
amount of weight in a back squat is easier than lifting it in a front squat, even though the work
output is the same. An athlete may have vastly different maximal results in lifts of similar
distance, even in those using the same muscle groups but in a different manner, such as lunges



and squats. So in comparing the external load of workouts, compare sprinting with sprinting,
running at a given pace with running at the same pace, jumping rope with jumping rope,
wrestling fit-ins for a given technique and at a given pace with wrestling fit-ins for the same
technique and at the same pace, push-ups to push-ups, and so on.Of course, while comparing
the exercises the duration of rest breaks affecting the movement density must be taken into
account too.The athlete’s reaction to the external load is called the internal load. The internal
load is the degree of mobilization of the athlete that is required for certain work. This is reflected
by, for example, heart rate, volume of lung ventilation, oxygen uptake, and the concentration of
lactate (an ester of lactic acid) in the blood. Regarded as a whole, it is simply the type and
magnitude of fatigue caused by training. Although it is affected by each component of the
external load, the internal load is difficult to assess. The same external load, applied even for the
same athlete but at different times, may cause a different internal load. Keeping a training diary
for every athlete with records of all exercises in every workout, an everyday self-evaluation, and
frequent tests of pertinent skills and abilities facilitate evaluation of the internal load. Knowledge
of both the internal and external load is necessary for planning training.An increased intensity
and volume of workout does not necessarily mean an increased internal load. When the
increase in the level of fitness or athletic form is greater than the increase of the load, then the
work will be done with lower effort in spite of the increase of objectively measured indicators of
work. The internal load is increased when the amount of work increases more than the athlete’s
fitness has increased.According to Georgiev and Semov (1975), in sports in which reactions of
the cardiovascular system accurately reflect athletes’ functional state, the internal training load
can be estimated on the basis of duration of work, average heart rate, and total amount of
heartbeats in a workout.Table 2. Norms of internal training load according to Georgiev and
Semov (1975)The internal training load can be quantified in relation to the fatigue the athlete
shows and the quality of work he or she exhibits (Matwiejew [Matveev] and Jagiello 1997;
Platonov 1997):Very heavy internal training load—lowered work efficiency, obvious fatigue, the
athlete is not able to continue the effort; causes increase in an athlete’s training form.Heavy
internal training load—70–80% of the volume of work the athlete is able to perform; this is the
phase of hidden (compensated) fatigue; work efficiency is not lowered; stabilizes and improves
an athlete’s training form.Moderate internal training load—40–60% of the volume of work the
athlete is able to perform; stable quality of movements; maintains an athlete’s training form and
he or she can realize particular training tasks.Light internal training load—20–30% of the volume
of work the athlete is able to perform (that would cause obvious fatigue); maintains an athlete’s
training form and can speed up recovery.Every athlete has an individual critical value of the
training load that he or she should not exceed in a workout and in cycles of workouts. Exceeding
this critical value of a training load leads to a decrease of athletic form. For example, to increase
maximal oxygen uptake, athletes should work until their oxygen uptake reaches its maximum.
Beginning runners reach maximal oxygen uptake after 80–100 minutes of a workout, after which
the oxygen uptake declines, so the work on it should stop then. Highly trained runners reach that



point after 3 hours (Matveyev [Matveev] 1981). Some athletes respond to increased training
loads with a proportional increase in results. Those who are close to the limit of their potential
respond to a great increase in the load with a very small increase in the results (Wilmore 1976).
Some others, usually young or beginners, have a greater increase in the results than in the load
(Drabik 1996). The athlete’s ratio of result increase to training load increase should be compared
often so as to find optimal load increases for the athlete and to avoid overtraining.External
structure of movement refers to positions of body parts, paths of their movements, velocities of
movements, their rhythm, and pace.Internal structure of movement, also called content of an
exercise, relates to functions of the central nervous system, contractions and relaxations of
muscles in particular phases of movement, use of inertia, gravity, and reaction forces (Starosta
and Handelsman 1990).Spatial characteristics of exercise, relating to the form of movement in
space, are part of the external structure of movement—the positions of body parts and paths of
their movements.The dynamic characteristics of exercise with regard to external structure of
movement are velocities of movements, rhythm, and pace. With respect to internal structure of
movement, the dynamic characteristics of exercise relate to the character of muscular actions in
particular phases of movement.The pace of movement is the measurement of the repetition of
individual movements or cycles of movements per unit of time. “Free pace” or individually stable
speed is the pace most convenient for an individual. “Forced pace,” which is any pace that differs
from free pace, is more difficult to maintain without an external pace keeper because energy has
to be expended both on work and on keeping the pace.Fatigue means a temporarily lowered
ability to work because of disturbed homeostasis as a result of performing this work. Fatigue, if
not excessive and if followed by adequate rest and a supply of nutrients, is necessary to get an
athlete into good form.The changes that occur during work (exhausting energy resources, lack
of oxygen in the tissues, changes of activity of some enzymes and hormones, impaired
thermoregulation, change in pH balance, accumulation of products of metabolism, changes in
the central and peripheral nervous system) depend on the type of effort and its intensity.
Depending on the type of effort and the changes it causes, there are different types of fatigue—
intellectual, emotional, sensory, and physical.All types of fatigue cannot be evaluated on the
basis of only one indicator such as the amount of lactate, for example, or of several indicators
that have to do with the same property of the person. Evaluation of fatigue ought to be based on
several indicators of the function of the circulatory system, respiratory system, hormonal system,
and the central nervous system, plus certain aspects of the athlete’s metabolism (Farfel 1964a).
Fatigue is excessive if it does not disappear before the next workout—for example, if the heart
rate is still elevated before beginning the next workout (Starosta and Handelsman 1990), or
muscles are still sore.Physical fatigue, caused by muscular efforts, divides into three gradations
(Naglak 1979).Local fatigue, when using less than 1/3 of all musclesRegional fatigue, when
using 1/3 to 2/3 of all musclesGeneral fatigue, when using more than 2/3 of all muscles.Fatigue
can be acute or chronic. Acute local physical fatigue manifests itself by a decreasing ability to
perform work with the affected body part, accompanied by weakness, stiffness, and pain during



movements. It can last for several days.Chronic local physical fatigue gradually decreases
precision, coordination, speed, and endurance in movement of the affected body part.General
fatigue, either acute or chronic, affects all the body’s systems, not just muscles.Acute general
fatigue occurs after a single intense effort, such as a race. It lowers the ability to perform work,
worsens reaction time, coordination, and precision of movements. An athlete has increased
heart rate and body temperature, sweats profusely, has muscle pains, nausea, vertigo, difficulty
breathing, can be discouraged and stupefied (Lisewska 1971).Chronic general fatigue results
from resting too briefly after each of several workouts. Initially it may not cause lowering of sports
results because of the athlete’s strong will. The symptoms are headaches, sleep disturbances,
lack of appetite, loss of weight, muscle pains, heart pains, changes in disposition and reactivity
(overreacting or underreacting in response to stimulation), and unwillingness to work (Lisewska
1971).Overstrain is an abrupt worsening of health and “trainability” resulting from the application
of physical loads exceeding the current ability of the athlete. Physical overstrain, like fatigue, can
be acute or chronic and it does not usually involve the whole body. Overstrain can be limited to
one organ (for example, the heart). A one-time application of an excessive load causes acute
overstrain. Repeated application of excessive loads causes chronic overstrain resulting in
changes in the athlete’s body, leading to diseases or illnesses of its various organs and systems
(Geselevich 1976).Gradual changes in the structure of tissues resulting from a disparity between
the durability of the tissue and a too-frequent application of even moderate stimuli are called
microtrauma. No matter how minimally, frequent exceeding of the durability of the elements of
the motor system or internal organs leads to an accumulation of the microtrauma and so-called
gradual onset injuries (chronic overstrain). For a long time the gradual changes do not interfere
with performance and go unnoticed by the coach and even the athlete. Eventually, however, the
wearing down will intensify and will cause such symptoms as greater fatigability, pain after effort,
and pain in lower temperatures. The aches or pains change their duration and intensity and may
be neglected by the athlete. In the end, the tissue will come apart, which means a strain, sprain,
or fracture. Microtrauma leading to chronic overstrain can be mechanical (static or dynamic),
thermal (heat or cold), or toxic (protracted acidosis). Certain types of overstrain are
characteristic for particular sports, for example, changes of wrist and hand bones, and the elbow
joint in boxing; knees in basketball, soccer, and hockey; quadriceps and biceps femoris in
sprints; muscles of the foot, calf, and Achilles tendon in running (Sidorowicz 1964).Overtraining
is an unplanned and prolonged stagnation or lowering of an athlete’s sport-specific fitness
resulting from overstressing the athlete (Israel 1976). Overtraining manifests itself in all functions
of the athlete’s body—not just selected muscle groups or other organs—and most prominent are
symptoms of dysfunction of the central nervous system, autonomic nervous system, and
endocrine system.According to Prof. Moira O’Brien of the University of Dublin, Trinity College (at
the 4th IOC World Congress on Sport Sciences), overtraining affects athletes who want to
achieve high results in the shortest time, who either train alone or have amateur coaches
ignorant of the methodology of training. Both O’Brien and Prof. Keith P. Henshen of the University



of Utah at the 4th IOC World Congress stated that most often it is the overly ambitious athletes
who get overtrained (Pac-Pomarnacki 1998).One of the main causes of pathological
occurrences and illnesses in athletes is improper organization and irrational methods of training
that lead to excessive overloading, exceeding the abilities of a given athlete at a given stage of
training (Geselevich 1976). Bad training may not announce itself right away with lowered sports
results, especially with very ambitious and emotionally involved athletes, and thus its initial stage
can be missed, allowing for further development of this pathological state, eventually causing an
athlete to get seriously ill.Athletes in the final stage of overtraining (see Overtraining in chapter
17) need medical help and must stop training for up to two months.Overtraining can be caused
by the following:—irrational training methods, including mismatching, which can cause frequent
losses in competitions;—continuous application of intensive, unvarying workouts combined with
insufficient or poorly scheduled rest and restoration;—participation in a string of competitions
where much rides on the outcome; and—combining strenuous training with intensive studies,
with work in shifts, with conflicts in the family or in the workplace, or with other stresses such as
stress at work, financial problems.Overtraining can occur without a drastic increase of the
training load but with an increase of stress (Lehmann et al. 1997; Prokop 1963).For the same
athlete the same external training load at one time may cause improvement in athletic shape
and at another time cause overtraining. One of the reasons for this is that apart from training the
athlete is subjected to other stresses of life (Zaton 1998). Athletes can facilitate overtraining by
adding some self-inflicted stresses such as systematic violations of the principles of nutrition,
frequent loss of weight (in order to make weight), disturbing healthy sleep patterns, abuse of
stimulants and toxic substances such as tobacco or alcohol, and physical overstrain (Geselevich
1976; Israel 1976).Based on his research related to adrenal glands and practical sports
experience, Ludwig Prokop (1963) gave this rule: optimal training loads are approximately 2/3 of
an athlete’s maximal possible training load as long as the athlete is not subjected to additional
large stresses. This rule applies to athletes of all sports—runners, swimmers, weightlifters, and
so on. The calculation of “2/3 of maximal training load” is to be understood as a combination of
the training volume and intensity. If either the volume or the intensity of training exceeds 2/3 of its
maximal value too often, the athlete is likely to become overtrained. It may take less than four
weeks of irrational training to overtrain athletes (Lehmann et al. 1997).Apart from a summation of
stresses, overtraining may be caused by the monotony of exercises. Stimulating the same ability
too often, besides boring and discouraging the athlete, may not allow adequate rest for
rebuilding repeatedly used resources, and may result in overtraining (Zaton 1998).Doing a
variety of exercises (speed, strength, endurance), even during one workout, may help prevent
overtraining. Varying efforts increase blood flow through internal organs and muscles, activate
liver glycogen and use of free fatty acids, and all that helps anabolic processes during rest
(Wawrzynczak-Witkowska 1991).Stress and the training load-to-rest ratio are not the only
training-related factors in overtraining. The sequence of different kinds of efforts during a
workout or in consecutive workouts is another. Following are examples of right and wrong



exercise sequences in single workouts and in weekly sequences of workouts.In a single
workout, after a warm-up, new technique should be practiced before speed drills, and both
learning technique and working on speed should be done before strength exercises or fatiguing
endurance exercises. Speed or strength exercises should be done before speed-endurance or
endurance exercises. Doing otherwise will be counterproductive for technique, or speed, or
strength and will extend recovery time as compared to that of a properly sequenced workout in
which, after a warm-up, high-intensity efforts such as speed exercises precede lower intensity
and longer duration efforts, such as endurance exercises.High-intensity efforts, such as speed
or strength exercises, done before full recovery after fatiguing long efforts such as endurance
work, produce more lactate than when speed precedes endurance.Speed-endurance work such
as all-out efforts lasting 15–50 seconds lead to increased acidity of body fluids. Even a single all-
out effort of about 35 seconds can raise blood lactate concentration to over 14 mmol/l and
impair the function of the central nervous system. Research on soccer players revealed that
even a lower concentration of lactate, over 8–10 mmol/l, during a game hinders successful
carrying out of tactics, lowers coordination and concentration, increases irritability, and
increases likelihood of injury (Chmura 1993). While the concentration of lactate after a speed-
endurance workout returns to the initial level after about one hour, the impairment of function of
the central nervous system (poor concentration, coordination, reaction time, and judgment) may
last up to 16 hours. For this reason, in the case of doing two or more workouts per day, work on
techniques and tactics should not be done following a workout that raised blood lactate
concentration (Chmura 1993). During a single workout, exercises that raise blood lactate should
not be done before practicing technical and tactical skills as well as working on speed or
strength.Excess lactic acid taxes the body’s abilities to restore the proper acid and alkaline
balance. Sodium is taken from body fluids and phosphorus is taken up from bones, which
causes their demineralization and loss of calcium, and this is detrimental to muscle and nerve
function (McArdle, Katch, and Katch, 1991).A sequence that is good in a single workout may be
bad in a sequence of workouts. For example, the following sequence of workouts within a
microcycle—speed, strength, speed-endurance, and endurance—stresses the neuromuscular
system on the first two days and the vegetative system on the following two days and is one of
the causes of overtraining (Naglak 1979).A healthier sequence would be speed, or speed-
strength, or a strength workout, followed by an endurance workout, which is then followed by a
day of active rest or complete rest.There are two types of overtraining: basedowic, with
symptoms resembling those of Basedow’s disease, and addisonic, with symptoms resembling
those of Addison’s disease (Israel 1976). In basedowic overtraining, also called sympathetic
overtraining, activity of the sympathetic part of the autonomous nervous system is increased at
rest. In addisonic overtraining, also called parasympathetic overtraining, activity of the
parasympathetic part of the autonomic nervous system is increased at rest and during exercise.
In the central nervous system, processes of excitation dominate in basedowic overtraining and
processes of inhibition dominate in addisonic overtraining (Israel 1976).The sympathetic



system, which mobilizes catabolic reactions for energy production, should dominate during
efforts and the parasympathetic system, which mobilizes anabolic reactions for rebuilding the
energy stores and body structures, should dominate during rest. A sympathetic system that is
overly active at rest keeps an athlete from restoring his or her work capacity. A parasympathetic
system dominating at work makes it impossible for the athlete to mobilize her- or himself for
intensive efforts (Israel 1976). Cortisol response is decreased and growth hormone release may
be increased in an early stage of addisonic overtraining and decreased in an advanced stage
(Lehmann et al. 1998). An optimal state of athletic form exists when the sympathetic system
clearly dominates at work, the parasympathetic at rest. The greater the spread between them,
and the more rapid the change of the dominating system from work to rest, the better.Basedowic
overtraining occurs mostly among athletes in speed-strength sports and can be caused by too
high an intensity of stimuli in training and great mental concentration—briefly, by too much
anaerobic work (Israel 1976; Maffetone 1994a). Symptoms of basedowic overtraining can occur
in nonathletic office workers (Israel 1976)—this information should reinforce the message that
sports training is just one of the factors that can cause overtraining.According to Urhausen,
Gabriel, and Kindermann (1995), exercises exceeding an athlete’s anaerobic threshold raise
levels of catecholamines (hormones of the adrenal medulla) disproportionately to the increased
effort. What’s more, during competitions, because of psychological stress, the ratio of
catecholamines to lactate is higher than during workouts. Too great a frequency of competitions,
or of exercises that exceed the anaerobic threshold, leads to overtraining (Urhausen et al.
1995).The other type of overtraining—addisonic overtraining—can be caused by an excessively
high volume of aerobic training work (Israel 1976; Maffetone 1994a). This type of overtraining
occurs mostly among older, more advanced athletes, usually of endurance sports (Israel 1976;
Conconi 1998).Overtraining can be explained from the point of view of different systems. At the
level of the central nervous system, overtraining is a result of an imbalance between stimulating
and inhibiting the central nervous system. At the level of the autonomous nervous system,
overtraining is a result of an imbalance between activity of the sympathetic and the
parasympathetic nervous system. At the level of the endocrine system, overtraining is a result of
an imbalance between releases of anabolic and catabolic hormones. At the level of muscle
fibers, overtraining is a result of an imbalance between stimulation of slow-twitch (aerobic) fibers
and fast-twitch (anaerobic) fibers. An excess of anaerobic efforts overdevelops anaerobic fast-
twitch fibers at the expense of aerobic slow-twitch fibers and causes excessive production or
poor removal of lactic acid (Maffetone 1997). A high volume of aerobic endurance training may
cause overdevelopment of the mitochondria in the muscle cell at the expense of myofibrils, its
contractile elements (Israel 1976).Both types of overtraining are associated with lowered
immunity (Israel 1976).The effects of overtraining, and especially endurance overtraining, can
last up to six months but in resistance training long-term overtraining has not been shown; after
a period of recovery, athletes restore their capacity for work (Kraemer 1994b). An athlete with
symptoms of overstrain and overtraining should be thoroughly examined by a physician because



both the overstrain and the symptoms of overtraining can result from acute or chronic illness or
disease.To prevent overtraining the training loads should be increased gradually, especially after
periods of low activity, and the athlete should recover fully between heavy workouts. Measuring
resting heart rate, observing behavior, and registering muscle pains are means to evaluate
recovery (FISA 1993). The indicators of full recovery are normal resting heart rate, good
disposition, and no muscle pains.Rest, its type (content) and amount, must be adequate for the
training task. The wrong type or the wrong duration (too short, too long) of rest adversely affects
training effect. It may lead to detraining, overtraining, or at least to undesirable changes in the
character of the exercise (Matveyev [Matveev] 1981).Rest can be passive or active. Passive rest
means no activity. Active rest means light, fun activity, usually just above the aerobic threshold
and well below the anaerobic threshold or onset of blood lactate accumulation. Recovery after
intense efforts that generate excess lactate can be speeded up with active rest consisting of
aerobic efforts between 30–50% of the athlete’s VO2max. This is because aerobic exercise of
the muscles that were not stressed during the previous work helps remove excess lactate. After
long aerobic efforts, however, such active rest should not be employed (Wawrzynczak-
Witkowska 1991). Active rest is effective even if the same muscle groups are exercised but using
different movements. Everyday observation reveals that after a strength workout with squats and
deadlifts, a brisk walk or a jog loosens one up sooner than just sitting around, and both the
workout and the active rest involve the same muscles.I. M. Sechenov (in Romanowski 1973)
observed that after exercising a muscle group, say finger flexors of the right hand, to complete
fatigue, the group recovers more effectively if another muscle group (finger flexors of the left
hand, for example) is exercised during a rest break, than if no exercise were done. In the case of
fatigue caused by local muscle work, exercising another muscle group does not speed up
processes of recovery in the previously exercised muscles but in the motor centers of the
brain.Active rest is not effective after extreme efforts (Naglak 1979). Passive rest is what
extremely exhausted athletes need. Recovery proceeds faster, as measured by such
physiological signs as heart and breath rate, during passive rest but this type of rest—if used
between exercises—causes quicker loss of movement proficiency (Naglak 1979). So, after an
all-out effort, an athlete may want to rest passively for a short time but should, as soon as he or
she is capable, start moving and move about for the remaining minutes of a rest break.Recovery
of work capacity is not uniform. In the first third of the rest period required for full recovery, about
65% of the whole recovery of work capacity takes place; in the second third, 30%; and in the
third part only 5% (Sozanski 1992b). So, within two-thirds of the time required for full recovery,
an athlete regains 95% of his or her work capacity and can exercise again with almost no drop in
quality of performance.Regarding the duration of rest between exercises, there are two rules
(Naglak 1979): first—the greater the muscular tension during exercises, the longer the rest
interval required; second—unfamiliar exercises require more rest than familiar ones with the
same external load.The length of rest and its type (active, passive, using special means of
enhancing recovery) determine the effects of the exercise preceding and following it. Here are



examples (Matveyev [Matveev] 1981): Brief rest of rigidly set duration, not allowing full recovery,
intensifies the effect of the next exercise. Rest sufficient for full restoration of work capability to
the previous level permits repetition of the exercise or workout without decreasing or increasing
the amount of work performed.A rest between workouts long enough to permit
supercompensation allows an increase in the amount of work in the next workout. Too long a rest
may mean the workout begins past the supercompensation phase, when the level of ability is
declining again. This is similar to the situation with a rest between exercises during a workout.
For example, experiments showed that in team ball games, after a period of intensive activity, 4–
6 minutes of rest causes improvement in the quality of tactical actions when a player reenters
the game, 9–12 minutes of rest is still beneficial, 15–20 minutes is detrimental to performance,
and longer than 20 minutes is the most detrimental (Naglak 1979). One has to be careful in
deciding the length of the rest. A rest interval allowing for supercompensation in one ability may
be too long or too short for other abilities.There are two phases of recovery. The first phase—
taking from a few minutes up to six hours (depending on the magnitude of effort)—is marked by
the heart returning to normal function, the return of blood pH (acidity) to a normal value,
normalization of the central nervous system functions, thermoregulation, rebuilding stores of
creatine phosphate in muscles and of glycogen in the liver, and the beginning of rebuilding
stores of glycogen in muscles. In the second phase of recovery, which takes from six hours to
several days, the whole body is completely deacidified, kidneys return to normal function, water
and electrolytes are restored to normal amounts, muscle glycogen, triglycerides, and enzymes
are restored, and muscle fibers, mitochondria, and other structures are rebuilt (Wawrzynczak-
Witkowska 1991).Adaptation is an improved ability to handle an effort. It is a result of upsetting
the homeostasis of an athlete, thus forcing him or her to react. Reaction of a person to upset
homeostasis is “excessive”—the athlete reacts more strongly than is warranted because
reaction to a stimulus is never perfectly balanced to the force of the stimulus (Prof. Romuald
Stupnicki, 1991, “Kortyzol, androgeny, insulina—czyli o endokrynologii wysilku,” interview by
Andrzej Pac-Pomarnacki in Sport Wyczynowy [High-Performance Sport], no. 3–4/315–316, pp.
91–95). A reaction in excess is beneficial—without it an organism would not be capable of
increasing its resources or, in other words, of adapting. Thanks to that increase of resources, a
similar effort can be performed later at a lesser physiological cost or at the same cost but
retaining greater reserves (Zaton 1998).With systematic repetition of a stimulus, a specific
pattern of responding to it forms, resulting in an economization of the reaction. This pattern of
responding to a stimulus is also the basis for specificity of adaptation. Specificity of adaptation
means that an organism adapted to, for example, stimuli of strength training, may react to a
stimulus of a different kind as if no adaptation had taken place (Stupnicki, 1991, interview by
Pac-Pomarnacki). Economization of reaction to a training stimulus, or adaptation, explains why
an athlete at first will make gains, then plateau, and eventually regress using the same training
load (Farfel 1964a).Adaptation to repeated stimuli may include fixed anticipation, in which the
athlete reacts to an effort in a way that was learned in previous workouts rather than in a way that



is appropriate for the actual demand of this effort (Stupnicki, 1991, interview by Pac-
Pomarnacki).1 A fighter who trains and spars very intensely may experience much greater
physiological mobilization and mental arousal during a fight than is needed and thus wear him-
or herself out.Adaptation to a given type of effort can be measured by the speed of recovery of
the system or organ affected by this effort. Evaluation of adaptation to an effort, just like
evaluation of fatigue, ought to be based on several indicators, such as the function of the
circulatory, respiratory, hormonal, and central nervous systems, and of metabolism. An extreme
concentration of metabolites, a maximal heart rate, or the attainment of maximal oxygen uptake
do not always mean an inability to continue work. Adaptation may cause a very specific form of
compensation for a given individual. Conducting the training process according to general
physiological or clinical norms limits learning about the capabilities of the athlete and violates
the principle of individualization of training (Dziasko et al. 1982).If a training load increases
gradually but the athlete’s requirement for rest between workouts has increased, it may mean
that the training load has exceeded an athlete’s ability to adapt to it within the current frequency
of workouts.If the training load has exceeded the athlete’s adaptability, then either the frequency
of workouts has to be reduced (e.g., increase the number of days between workouts) or the
pace of increasing the training load has to be reduced (e.g., mileage, number of reps, sets, or
amount of resistance), or both. Here are some signs of exceeding the athlete’s adaptability:
soreness, lack of enthusiasm for exercise, poor sleep, not getting up early and full of energy,
wanting to stay in bed for few more minutes, irritability.An athlete is in good health when he or
she wakes up happy, energetic, gets up right away, is looking forward to working out, has good
appetite, has no cravings for sweets and stimulants. Sometimes it is necessary to work out so
hard that the athlete is tired the next day, but this is acceptable only for short periods. More than
a few days of pushing the athlete beyond his or her ability to adapt, and thus beyond good
health, invites injuries and infections.Each athlete is the best judge of whether a training load is
right. The athlete should note how he or she feels when well rested and healthy and then do
workouts in such a way that he or she feels just as well on the days after.For consistently good
results, training loads should be such that an athlete makes progress while not leaving the state
of good health for long enough to get sick or injured. (It is possible to make progress while losing
health—and not just in the short term. As example, consider athletes who as juniors performed
very well thanks to a too-intensive training but never reached their expected potential as seniors
because of loss of health and accumulated injuries.)Training states and training effects. There
are training states and corresponding levels of control and training effects. The training states
are operational, current, and permanent, and levels of control are also operational, current, and
permanent states. The operational training state changes under the influence of a single
exercise or series of exercises. The current training state changes under the influence of one or
a few workouts and determines training loads for the next workouts. Permanent training states
last longer than a few days and are referred to as the state of good athletic form, or they may
reveal the effects of undertraining or overtraining. The training effects are, respectively:



immediate, delayed, and cumulative.Immediate training effect refers to the condition of the
athlete during and at the end of a single exercise, set of exercises, or at the end of a workout. It
manifests itself in functional changes of the quickly responding systems, for example, a raised
heart rate or a change in breathing. Observation or measurement of the immediate training
effect is needed for correcting intensity, volume, quality, and sequence of exercises in a workout
(Wazny 1983).Delayed training effect is what the immediate training effect transforms into
depending on the time elapsed since the workout. Delayed training effect includes rebuilding the
body and increased hormonal activity (Wazny 1983). Observations of the changes occurring
after a few hours or a few days after a workout are essential for determining the course of the
process of recovery because these observations provide data about the increase or decrease of
adaptations for particular loads. This lets the coach evaluate the effectiveness of workouts and
informs about the direction of adaptive changes between workouts, as well as what abilities are
at what stage of recovery (Dziasko et al. 1982).The cumulative training effect is the result of
summing up all the delayed training effects, and it is more stable than immediate or delayed
effects. Its evaluation lets the coach determine the influence of the training process over weeks,
months, and longer training periods, and it reveals the combined result of the exercises,
methods, and loads applied in that time. This evaluation lets the coach verify the tasks of the
next period and set the level of adaptive changes that must be reached for fulfilling the demands
of the next training period (Dziasko et al. 1982). When all goes well, the cumulative training effect
is an increase of skills and abilities. If there are flaws in the training process, the cumulative
training effect may result in undertraining or overtraining.There are certain indicators of a
desirable cumulative effect (Geselevich 1976): at-rest frequency of heartbeats and of breathing
is lowered, volume of heart is increased, the periods and phases of the cardiac cycle are
increased, pulse wave and blood flow are slowed down. These functional changes are most
pronounced in those who perform in endurance sports. A lowered intensity of the metabolism
permits the athlete’s body to economically use its resources accumulating energy. Endurance
athletes balance the processes of stimulation and inhibition of their nervous system. An
adaptation to endurance loads can be reliably assessed by measuring maximal oxygen
uptake.In speed-strength sports, such as sprints, an increase of maximal oxygen uptake
indicates improved form only for athletes of lower abilities. For top-rated sprinters or other
athletes of speed-strength sports, after achieving an optimal level of development of aerobic
endurance (maximal oxygen uptake), indicators of anaerobic endurance take on greater
importance. With improved form, speed-strength athletes increase the ejection into the blood of
androgenic hormones and of hormones of the adrenal cortex. A fast mobilization of all the
abilities of the body in speed-strength sports is accompanied by increased activity of the
sympathetic nervous system, which leads to a raised level of adrenaline in the blood and to
increased activity of the thyroid hormones. Athletes relying on quick reactions experience
increased mobility of the processes of stimulation and inhibition (Geselevich
1976).Classification of Sport DisciplinesSports disciplines and exercises can be classified



according to the structure of the movements (cyclic, acyclic, mixed), the degree of
standardization of competitive activity (standard, nonstandard), the type of competition
(individual, team), amount and type of contact (varying degrees of contact, noncontact), and the
movement ability most stressed (speed-strength, endurance).In cyclic exercises such as
walking, running, cycling, and rowing the movements are rhythmically repeated.In acyclic
exercises such as the techniques of gymnastics, wrestling, boxing, and team ball games, each
movement is performed one at a time and followed by different movements.Mixed cyclic-acyclic
exercises such as long jump and high jump have a cyclic phase (prerun) and an acyclic phase
(jump).Standard exercises are those where there is a fixed manner and routine of performing
movements. Standard sports are those in which competitive activity consists of standard
exercises (track and field, gymnastics, figure skating, weightlifting).Nonstandard exercises are
those without a fixed routine of movements. Nonstandard sports are those in which competitive
activity consists of nonstandard exercises performed in constantly changing circumstances
(team games, combat sports).Technical sports consist of acyclic standard exercises. In technical
sports form of movement is of utmost importance and endurance or maximal strength are not
stressed (gymnastics, figure skating, diving).Speed-strength sports are those that rely mainly on
speed and strength (sprints, jumps, throws, weight lifting).Endurance sports are those where
mainly endurance is stressed (middle-distance and long-distance running, swimming, bicycling).
Contact sports are those that permit physical contact (hockey, soccer, team handball, rugby), or
are based on physical contact (wrestling, boxing, fencing).In noncontact sports athletes try to
outperform each other without physical contact, competing simultaneously or consecutively
(races, gymnastics, archery, chess, tennis, track and field).Individual encounter sports are those
where the contest is between only two individuals (chess, boxing, tennis).Individual contact
sports, also called combat sports, are the individual encounter sports that are based on physical
contact (boxing, wrestling, fencing).Team sports, either contact or noncontact, are those where
individuals cooperate within their team to defeat the other team (ball games, rowing crew
races).Methods of TrainingThere are three groups of training methods.Strictly regulated exercise
methodsCompetitive methodsGame methods1. Strictly regulated exercise methods are the
basis of sports training. The exercises used in these methods are easily measurable and can
affect mainly individual functions of the athlete, though they can also have a more general effect.
Repetition of techniques, or of their elements, in technical training also falls into this group of
methods. The training load in these exercises is regulated by resistance applied, amount of work
performed, and by their organization in time (work and rest periods). Examples of methods in
this group are standard-repetitive, variable, interval, and continuous methods.2. Competitive
methods rely on participation in various competitions depending on the needs of the athlete and
the role these competitions have in building athletic form. Some of these competitions may be
organized during a workout.Only competitive methods ensure full modeling of the conditions of
competition. The training load in these methods is regulated by the proper choice of opponents,
number of starts, duration of bouts or games, and rest intervals. The regulation is much less



precise than is the case of strictly regulated exercise methods. Extensive use of competitive
methods is recommended for athletes with many years of experience rather than for beginners
(Ulatowski 1979). These methods also develop the athlete’s ability to control his or her
psychological reactions to the stress of competitions.3. Game methods either create a favorable
emotional background when developing abilities that otherwise would require monotonous work,
or are used as a means of speeding up recovery after heavy training or competition. Usually,
forms of mobile games are used in these training methods. These games make high physical
and mental demands on the athletes but, because of the fun involved, they gladly participate in
workouts and more quickly recover their ability to train. They are used in training for all sports,
because they require and develop initiative, teamwork, and flexible tactical thinking. The training
load in mobile games is difficult to regulate.The choice of training methods and the type of
training depends on the specific demands of the sport, the training tasks for a given training
stage, cycle, and workout, and the individual characteristics of the athlete.Besides the above
methods, which are used only in sports training, general teaching methods are used in training
too. The general pedagogical methods such as verbal (explanation, incentive, persuasion) and
sensory (visual presentation, feedback) are modified to suit the special requirements of sports
training. Only those verbal methods that allow for the maintenance of the high movement density
of the workout are used in workouts. These are (Kukushkin 1983): verbal control (commands,
instruction), figurative explanation (where verbal expressions rely on sensory and movement
experiences to invoke a desired image of the action), and self-regulation (where the athlete
thinks over the action and carries out orders that the athlete has given to him- or herself).Apart
from traditional sensory methods such as presentation of pictures, models, movies, or personal
demonstration, there are methods of directly influencing the athlete in the course of performing
the movement. These are visual or acoustical pacing (lights or sounds setting the pace),
developing kinesthetic sensations that accompany the proper execution of the technique
through performing exercises on simulators or with assistance, and methods of immediate
feedback where acoustic or visual signals inform about deviations from either the required
mechanical parameters of movement or from the assigned level of specific functions (such as a
prescribed heart rate) accompanying the exercise.Additional methods of training such as
ideomotor training, and other forms of mental training are used in special sessions as well as
within normal workouts (Nowicki 1997a).In a process as complex as sports training, there is no
method of training that is the best. Only the optimal combination of various methods, selected by
taking into account the requirements of the sport, of the individual athlete, of the stage of
training, and other circumstances, can ensure the best results.Within a single workout, more
than one training method can be used. For example, after a series of repeating technical or
speed exercises (the repetitive method), an athlete may work on aerobic fitness by running
continuously (the continuous method).Types of ExercisesThe simplest division of exercises
used in sports training is this (Czajkowski 1998b):exercises directly applicable in the sports
competition;those that, while not being directly applicable in the competition, still prepare for it—



for example, technical drills or coordination exercises to develop time-space orientation;
andexercises that prevent injuries and overtraining, or speed up physical and mental
recovery.Exercises that do not fulfill the above requirements are useless and ought to be
discarded (Czajkowski 1998b). One such exercise is jumping jacks. There is no technique in
sports that is similar to and can be improved by doing jumping jacks, but what is more important
jumping jacks can neurologically disorganize a person. Jumping jacks, even for normal persons,
can cause regression to an out-of-sync, homolateral pattern of locomotion (left arm swings
forward with the left leg, right arm with right leg) and “a vague feeling of confusion” (Diamond
1983).2In another organizational scheme, sports exercises are divided into four groups: general
exercises, directed exercises, sport-specific exercises, and competitive exercises. Boloban
(1988) distinguishes also “restorative exercises” such as relaxation exercises, stretches, and
breathing exercises. The basis for dividing exercises into the above-mentioned four groups is the
similarity of their form to the sport technique, similarity of physiological processes (energy
sources, type of muscle fibers most used), and similarity of mental processes such as the type
of concentration of attention and operative thinking (Morys 1991). (Operative thinking is closely
related to the activity, and is used for “reading” the opponent, knowing thanks to experience what
and what not to pay attention to, deciding in a split second when and how to act and react,
knowing when and how to feint, and adjusting action to sport-specific stimuli.) General exercises
are those least similar to the sport technique and the sport-specific and competitive are the most
similar.The needs of an individual athlete, determined by peculiarities of his or her body, decide
what exercises should belong to each of the above groups. Here is a considerably simplified
view of training: The long-term process should start with the most general exercises, and as the
athlete progresses, the exercises should become more specific for a given sports event. If sport-
specific form, as measured by specific tests or by sports results, is improving as a result of
performing a particular exercise, then this exercise should be used as long as the results keep
on improving. When the results stop improving, then it may mean that the exercise ought to be
replaced by a more specific one. It does not necessarily mean that the exercise is no good any
more. It only means that it is no good at improving the specific sports performance of a given
athlete. It may still be useful for developing the general form of this athlete.Here is the rationale
for using few sport-specific exercises (but not none!) with beginners and getting the most
training effect with general exercises: Over time multiple repetitions of any given exercise cause
an athlete to adapt to it so the exercise gradually loses its effectiveness and progresses from
being a means for developing athletic form to being a means merely of maintaining it. As time
passes the number of exercises effective for developing athletic form becomes smaller, but it is
possible to restore the effectiveness of a given exercise by changing some elements of its form,
its intensity, duration, or place in a sequence of exercises. Generally, changes that reduce
similarity to the competition activity also reduce the effectiveness of an exercise (Wazny
1991b).1. General exercises are those that develop general fitness nonspecific to an athlete’s
sport. The purpose of these exercises is to harmoniously develop the whole body so it can



withstand further specialization. Usually the general exercises used in the period of general
preparation have a work and rest arrangement during the workout similar to the competitive
exercises.General exercises include both exercises similar in certain elements to sport-specific
exercises, and exercises that are very different, even contrary, to them. They must be diverse
enough to ensure an all-around development of the physical abilities of the athlete in
combination with directed exercises and sport-specific exercises. Their composition must also
reflect to some extent the specific features of the sport, to make possible the positive transfer of
the training effect. For example, general exercises for judo wrestlers are rowing, swimming,
cross-country skiing, and hiking (Matwiejew [Matveev] and Jagiello 1994). These exercises
prepare a judo wrestler for directed exercises suitable for judo wrestling.General exercises are
used in all periods of a macrocycle. In the first, general, stage of the preparation period they are
the main means of training. In the stage of sport-specific preparation their purpose is to stabilize
the form. In the competition period they are used as a means of active rest. General exercises
reinforce the training effect of sport-specific exercises thanks to the variability of stimuli (Naglak
1979). They break the monotony of training, develop abilities that were underdeveloped by sport-
specific exercises, or develop needed abilities in a different way and at the same time cause
positive emotions in athletes. In all sports, prolonged practicing of the main competitive exercise
strains the central nervous system and can lead to overtraining. To avoid these unwanted effects
of specialization, one microcycle (5–8 days) of general exercises can be done instead of sport-
specific exercises at the end of the sport-specific preparation stage. This pattern is also followed
in cases of a prolonged competitive period (Naglak 1979).2. Directed exercises prepare an
athlete for sport-specific exercises. Directed exercises combine certain traits of the general and
sport-specific exercises. They involve the muscle groups that are essential in the given sport and
use the same energy source as in the actual sports action. Their dynamic characteristics are
similar to the sport-specific exercises but the exact form of movement is different. For example,
various jumps, other than the competitive one, are directed exercises for jumpers; various throws
with a medicine ball are directed exercises for shot-putters; for judo wrestlers, directed exercises
are barbell and dumbbell lifts, duplicating the dynamics of a judo pull or push (kuzushi), rope
climbing, running up stairs, sprinting 30 meters, gymnastic exercises, jumping on a trampoline
(for orientation in space), and running crosscountry 3000–5000 meters.Because directed
exercises are more remote from competitive exercises in their form of movement than the sport-
specific exercises, they allow the athlete to do more work, in a more controlled fashion than
sport-specific exercises, without any negative influence on technique.3. Sport-specific exercises
are those that directly contribute to improvement of an athlete’s sport-specific performance
(Brunner and Tabachnik 1990). Most, but not all, sport-specific exercises consist of elements of
competitive actions, or actions that are nearly identical in form and dynamic character to
competitive actions (techniques), or both. For example, sport-specific exercises for ballplayers
consist of techniques and tactical fragments of the game. For gymnasts these will be single
techniques (technical elements) and connections that are parts of the competitive combinations.



For javelin throwers these will be imitations of the throw, with the same dynamic character of
work and the same sequence of engaging muscle groups (hip-shoulder-arm), using a pulley.
Sport-specific exercises influence, more selectively than competitive exercises, the specific
skills and abilities necessary in a given sport. For example, punching various kinds of bags
develops punching skills more effectively than a boxing match, and performing parts of an
Olympic lift helps to develop the strength of particular muscle groups and improve the skill of
using them more than competitive lifts.Some sport-specific exercises may have little
resemblance to competitive skills; squats, for example, are considered sport-specific exercises
for sprinters because they directly contribute to improving sprinting performance (Brunner and
Tabachnik 1990). 4. Competitive exercises are the actual competitive actions (techniques) of a
given sport. They are performed in the same fashion as during competition. In combat sports
such as boxing, fencing, and wrestling, athletes practice tactics or even single techniques
according to the competition rules (Matwiejew [Matveev] and Jagiello 1994). It is important to
distinguish between formal competitive exercises and their training forms. The former are
performed under the real conditions of competition and according to the rules of the sport. The
latter, in the composition of actions and their immediate goal, are similar to formal competitive
exercises, but the ultimate goal is to realize certain training tasks, not to compete. The
organization of the efforts is not determined by the rules of the sport, but by the principles of
good training methodology.Competitive exercises, formal and training, are the only method of
fully recreating the requirements of a given sport and thus stimulating the development of
competitive form. These exercises cannot be removed from the training regimen but, because of
their intensity, their share in the total amount of exercises is very small. For example, within a
year high jumpers would spend approximately two hours on jumps with a full approach, pole-
vaulters three hours, and gymnasts six hours on high bar combinations (Bompa 1994).Exercises
have two ways of influencing an athlete. One way is through changes in the structures of the
body—for example, strength exercises can change the structure of muscles, tendons, and
bones, while endurance exercises change the lung capacity and the structure and function of
the heart. Another way, no less important, is through functional changes in the nervous system.
All exercises teach certain coordinations. Once the sport-specific coordinations have been
developed, it won’t do to lay the foundation of general coordination again. This is why
introducing general exercises in the period when sport-specific exercises are already used will
not help to improve sport-specific skills.As an athlete progresses through the stages of training,
the factors determining success in competitions change. During the stage of initial preparation,
children rely mostly on general fitness because they have low technical and tactical skills. With
time technical skills grow and the influence of general fitness on competition results declines to
a negligible level at the stage of maximal realization of an individual’s potential (Czajkowski
1994d; Czajkowski 1998b). At the advanced stages of training general exercises are a means of
active rest and health maintenance.Factors Affecting the Ability to Train and CompeteBelow are
listed the six factors that mainly affect the ability to train and achieve success in competitions.1.



Health. Health determines the athlete’s disposition toward training. An athlete must be in good
overall health to fully benefit from training. Proper breathing is difficult for boxers with neglected
fractures of the nasal bones (septum nasi). Chronic sinus inflammation, often found in skiers and
swimmers, lowers the quality of work done in a workout and affects recovery afterward.Minor
health problems seemingly unrelated to performance, like tooth decay, can start a general
infection when combined with the great stress of heavy workouts. The teeth are an especially
insidious source of chronic and recurring infections because, unless they hurt, they may escape
attention. Tooth decay that occurs in dead or capped teeth might not be connected with resulting
secondary infections such as a cold, strep throat, sinusitis, ear infection, bronchitis, skin
infections, boils, tendovaginitis, or joint inflammations—and these are the least serious ones that
occur most frequently. All infections are spreadable, lower the immunity of the whole organism,
and may produce symptoms identical to those of overtraining (Mrozowski 1971).2. Somatic type
(body structure). The size and proportions of the body determine what sports one can succeed
at, and what techniques and tactics one should employ. The length of an arm outstretched
forward with a clenched fist decides the choice of tactics most suiting a boxer. In basketball, not
body height, but the total height of reach (how high the player can reach with his or her arms) is
a decisive factor. The amount of turnout in a hip joint, shoulder and lumbar mobility, and height
projected on the basis of the parents’ height, are used in selecting children for gymnastics. The
strength and flexibility of legs and the amount of turnout in a hip joint determines in what types of
throws (hand throws, hip throws, leg throws) an athlete will specialize in judo and sambo
wrestling.The greater the variety of techniques and tactics in a given sport, the greater is the
variety of body types (somatotypes) and sizes among successful athletes. The fewer the ways a
victory can be achieved, the less differences there are among the athletes’ body build. And so
there are more differences among the world’s best fencers than among the world’s best
sprinters.3. Level of development of movement abilities. Learning the techniques of a sport,
participating in progressive training, and doing well in competitions are not possible without a
sufficient level of movement abilities such as speed, strength, endurance, agility, and
coordination. Of course, the sufficient level of these abilities will vary depending on the sport and
on the athlete—for example, on the weight class or on preferred techniques and tactics.4. Type
of personality. Some athletes prefer to play in attack, some in defense. Some need a strict
tactical plan, others do best if they can improvise. Individual preferences should be observed in
choosing types of techniques and tactics most suitable for athletes and, in team sports,
assigning athletes to their positions.While an athlete’s temperament (one of the inborn features
of personality) does not determine the outcome of competition, it determines the athlete’s choice
of techniques and tactics. Athletes of different temperaments may achieve the same results but
by the different techniques and tactics that are well suited to each one’s
temperament.Temperament also determines what training methods and loads will be optimal for
a given athlete (Czajkowski 1998a).Another feature of personality—introversion or extroversion—
determines teaching methods, the frequency of breaks during practice (less breaks for



introverts, more for extroverts), speed of learning, frequency of workouts (greater for extroverts),
and the force of stimulation (less for introverts, more for extroverts).Extroverts need a lively pace
of exercises, frequent changes in the form of exercises, speed, rhythm, and difficulty, and
frequent breaks because after a short break the quality of an extrovert’s performance improves.
They like to exercise in a large group and like teamwork. They prefer synthetic or holistic
methods of learning skills. They respond well to decisive commands, and when at fault, to
reprimands. When they compete, they respond well to cheering (Czajkowski 1996).Introverts
need a slower pace of exercises. They ought to repeat a given exercise for a long time, precisely,
without changing it often, and with few breaks. They learn best with analytic or mixed analytic-
synthetic methods. They benefit from exercising alone or one-on-one with the instructor.
Explanation and gentle persuasion work best for introverts. Before and between performances,
introverts need to concentrate alone, and do not respond well to rousing appeals to win at all
costs (Czajkowski 1996).5. Intelligence. The degree of athletic perfection depends on the
general cultural level of an athlete and his or her development of intellectual abilities (Matveyev
[Matveev] 1981). The ability to learn technical and tactical skills depends on an athlete’s intellect.
The technical and tactical skills of the athlete depend on his or her capacity to learn new
movements and modify known ones, and his or her capacity for rational thinking, concentration,
and divisibility of attention. The ability to analyze the efficiency of a given tactic or technique and
to make an adjustment in it, or discard it, regardless of any personal tastes or invested work,
depends very much on mental flexibility, a component of intelligence.Nevertheless, because of
the multitude of factors determining sports performance, IQ tests are not useful in
prognosticating performance as long as an athlete’s IQ is not below the norm (Artur
Poczwardowski, personal communication; Hucinski, Wilejto-Lekner, and Makurat 1996).6. Will
and motivation. No matter how suitable an athlete’s physique is for any given sport, if the person
is not internally motivated to excel in it, training time will be wasted. An internally motivated
athlete does the sport for its own sake. Internal motivation compels the person to perform an
activity without regard for awards or benefits. Outstanding sports competitors display both
internal motivation such as self-perfection, enjoyment of the activities of their sport, and external
motivation such as winning competitions, showing off, and obtaining social approval (Czajkowski
1996).If other factors determining performance are not below a certain minimum level, well-
motivated people eventually prevail. “Unmotivated talent” will soon drop off, but before that
happens, it will occupy the training space, the time, and the coach’s energy that could be better
used with the driven ones. “Blood will tell in the end.”2. Principles of Sports TrainingSports
training proceeds according to scientific principles, not by whim, guesswork, or eccentricities.
These are the tested and proven principles.The Principle of Conscious InvolvementThe athletes
and the coach are a team, and together they realize their goals. Athletes cannot remain ignorant
about the rationale behind every aspect of their training and be motivated to properly carry out
the coach’s orders. Depending on their age and the stage of training, athletes should be
increasingly involved in collaborative evaluation and planning of their training. This does not



mean that the coach has to talk himself or herself to death, explaining everything and answering
every question. The coach merely makes learning materials available and points out the
relevance of some information for successful training. He or she also does it in a way that
corresponds to the given stage of intellectual development in the athletes.The Principle of
Enriching Sensory ImagesThe richer the sensory image (visual, tactile, auditory, kinesthetic) of
the movement task, the quicker and better this task is learned (Nowicki 1997a). Since humans
rely mostly on their sense of sight, visual aids and examples should be used extensively in
sports training. Great care has to be exercised when using any visual aids, though. Because
people are so dependent on vision, an improper visual demonstration—for example, in slow
motion only—will leave a long-lasting memory that may prevent learning of the skill at the proper
speed. While visualizing or doing ideomotor exercises, the athlete should aim to eventually
imagine performing the skills at the real speed or faster (Garfield and Bennet 1984). Ideomotor
rehearsal should be done in advance, before actually performing the skill. Pole vaulters whose
ideomotor rehearsal of a vault with an assigned speed of approach eventually fell within 0.1
second of the actual time of the skill succeeded on the first “physical” attempt (Ermolaeva
1988).Mistakes in techniques or combinations of techniques are usually accompanied by an
inability to imagine them properly (Garfield and Bennet 1984). The repetition of an incomplete
technique in physical training may lead to the establishment of this image of interrupted
technique as dominant. Later it will be difficult to perform this technique without interruption
because even thinking about it, the athlete will not have the real image of continuous technique.
An athlete who consistently repeats a technical mistake in physical action is probably making
the same mistake in imagination or is completely unable to imagine the movement at the point at
which the mistake occurs.3It is obvious that the athlete who performs a technique better knows
more about this technique. Apart from knowing the external form of the technique (spatial and
temporal structure), the athlete may develop a “coded” image of this technique. This is the set of
images, involving various senses, that an athlete associates with the desired form for this
technique. This coded image or set of images does not need to resemble the external structure
of the technique it is associated with. A coded form of technique is a record of sensations and
images accompanying and associated with the correct performance of it. It is related to the
external structure in such a way that recalling this image mobilizes the athlete to duplicate this
structure. For example, having an image of glancing at a target, having relaxed shoulders, and
then of an explosion going off on the surface of the target (bag) accompanied by the short
rapping sound associated with a boxing punch, helps to consistently throw fast punches. In
practice, the rapping sound, properly loud, immediately informs the boxer about the correctness
of the technique.The Principle of Individualization and AccessibilityAthletic training and
education should take into account the individual abilities, health, age, and sex of athletes. The
coach’s job is to know each individual athlete well and to adjust the means of training so each
athlete develops his or her fullest potential. The variety of personalities necessitates applying the
principle of individualization in both training and competition. An athlete’s temperament, while it



does not determine the outcome of competition, determines the choice of techniques and
tactics. In fencing, for example, choleric, sanguine, and phlegmatic temperaments all fight
differently, and all can win.In training, the athlete’s temperament, and especially his or her
reactivity (sensitivity to stimuli and intensity of reaction), determines what training methods and
loads will be optimal. Assigning the same exercises with the same loads is contrary to the
principle of individualization (Czajkowski 1998a).In sports where the athlete is subjected to
protracted physical strain, different people react differently to stress (Repin 1988). In some
adrenaline intensively enters the blood, while in others it is insulin, a hormone that reduces the
sugar content in the blood. With more insulin, glucose is used to better advantage in muscle
tissue, but the athletes themselves endure lengthy strain poorly. With the knowledge of such
important facts about each athlete’s body, every beginning athlete can be given
recommendations for a particular type of sport where he or she can be successful.Athletes of
different physical predispositions react to the same efforts differently. Soccer players
predisposed for speed can run all-out for 45 meters or more without relying on anaerobic
glycolysis and producing excess lactic acid because they have a large store of phosphocreatine.
Soccer players with an endurance predisposition run out of phosphocreatine earlier and so rely
on anaerobic glycolysis even for sprints of 30 meters (Chmura 1993). The exercises used in
training should be accessible, i.e., not too far beyond an athlete’s potential. The accessibility of
exercises changes in the course of athletic training with the increasing abilities of the athlete:
What was inaccessible at one time becomes accessible later. Knowledge should be served in
portions and in a form digestible to the student.The Principle of Gradual Increase of LoadsThe
degree of changes an athlete’s body undergoes as a result of exercises depends on the volume
and intensity of the work done. If the loads do not exceed the limits of the body’s adaptability at a
given stage of training, then there is a direct relation between the loads and the adaptation. The
adaptations may involve morphological (structural), physiological (functional), and psychological
(learning) changes. The greater the volume of the loads, the stronger and more lasting are the
adaptations. The more intensive the loads, the more powerful are the processes of recovery and
greater are the supercompensation phases following the workouts, but the adaptations are less
stable. For definitions of volume, intensity, and load see Definitions in chapter 1.To adapt to
stressing stimuli, the athlete needs time—time to rest, to rebuild his or her structures and
resources, and in the case of learning, to digest the information.If the external training load
remains the same, the performance resulting from using this load will initially improve, then
plateau, and then gradually get worse. The effect of the standard load gradually diminishes as
the body gets used to it. As the athlete adapts to the load, he or she handles the load more and
more efficiently, with less energy expenditure. This puts less of a demand on the systems of the
body so the functional changes in these systems diminish.As long as the athlete needs to
improve his or her performance, the volume and the intensity of training has to gradually
increase. This has to be a long-term trend. In certain periods or phases of training the loads can
be decreased, but this is usually only temporary. This principle also applies to developing skills.



The exercises for developing skills, and in certain cases the skills themselves, have to be
changed to more difficult ones as the athlete progresses.The pace at which the training loads
are increased must be correlated to the pace at which the body adapts. The body adapts itself to
each new load with a certain delay. The delay depends on the volume and intensity of the load,
and on the individual’s ability to adapt to the load. This ability depends on age and other factors,
such as fitness and temperament. An abrupt increase of the training loads may surpass the
athlete’s ability to adapt. The resulting loss of physiological, and especially psychological
balance, may lead to overtraining or injuries (Bompa 1983).There are three methods of gradually
increasing loads: the ascending rectilinear (straight-line) method, the stepped method, and the
wavelike method.Figure 3. Three methods of gradually increasing training loadsIn the ascending
straight-line method, loads are continuously and uniformly increased within a mesocycle (an
approximately monthly cycle of workouts) or a macrocycle (several mesocycles).In the stepped
method, the load is sharply increased in some workouts or microcycles (weekly or shorter cycles
of workouts) and then remains unchanged in the following workouts or microcycles. The stepped
method allows an athlete to master higher loads than the rectilinear method (Bompa 1983).In
the wavelike method, loads are gradually increased in the first microcycles of a mesocycle. This
is then followed by microcycles with a lower load. The waves of increasing, and then of relatively
decreasing loads (the long-term trend is toward an increase of the load), depend on the rhythm
of biological processes in the athlete’s body and also on the life regimen accepted by the
society, i.e., weekly, monthly, and longer rhythms that also have a biological basis. The wavelike
method, if correctly applied, takes advantage of the natural rhythm at which adaptive changes
occur in the body’s organs and systems (Matveev 1999), so it is the most rational. This method
of increasing training loads applies to all the time units into which the training is divided
(microcycle, mesocycle, macrocycle). Actually, the division of athletic training into microcycles,
mesocycles, and macrocycles is a result of the cyclic character of the processes of adaptation.
Loads should be changed in response to symptoms of adaptation, not only for the sake of
change. The first two methods, rectilinear and stepped, are occasionally used in training with
low-intensity loads when the reactions of the body justify doing so. When this is done, the
wavelike method still serves as the main framework of training.Only when workouts are
infrequent and the intensity and the volume of training work are low is it possible to increase
loads in an ascending straight-line fashion. As soon as volume and intensity reach values that
are necessary for developing competitive form, the character of the work must follow waves of
increasing, stabilizing, and decreasing values to prevent overtraining (Matveev 1999). The
duration of these waves is decided on the basis of the athlete’s reactions to the effort and
depends on the overall training load (mostly intensity) and the training level of the athlete.These
are the general rules for changing the dynamics of training loads (work):—the lower the
frequency and intensity of workouts, the longer may be the ascending phase of the wave, but the
amount of improvement from workout to workout is very small;—the higher the intensity of the
workouts and the means of recovery used in the interval between them, the more frequent are



the waves; and—the volume of training load is inversely proportional to its intensity. A great
volume of training loads, necessary to cause lasting morphological and functional changes, and
a high intensity of work, necessary for accelerating the development of the sportspecific form,
are mutually exclusive. To avoid overtraining or injury, an increase of intensity of work must be
based on sufficiently great morphological changes, resulting from long training with a high
volume of work.The Principle of SpecializationTo fully develop and realize an athlete’s potential,
he or she has to concentrate on a single sports discipline. Today, competing in more than one
sport prevents achieving high results (Wazny 1991a). There are a few exceptions in sports that
put the same demands on the athlete, such as bicycling and speed skating. As far as developing
athletic form goes, it is inexpedient to strive for a maximum in all the movement abilities. An
athlete does not compete in all sports. There is no such thing as absolute versatility in nature.
One cannot have maximum power with maximum economy, whether in animals or cars. The key
to success is in deciding the highest priority, then finding the right proportion for the
development of supporting abilities so that none lags behind the main one so much as to hurt
the athlete’s performance. In sports, speed and endurance each need a certain amount of
strength for their basis, and that amount varies depending on the sport. The same is true of
techniques because they depend on a sufficient level of endurance, speed, and strength to do
them properly.The morphological and functional changes caused by exercising specifically
prepare the athlete for the same type of exercise that causes these changes. This means that to
achieve success in a sport, the athlete has to perform exercises that mimic the actions of this
sport (Wilmore 1976). In some cyclical sports—long-distance running, for example—most of the
training consists of running. In other sports, particularly those that are acyclical, the number of
repetitions of the main activity of the sport is limited by the intensity of effort going into one
repetition (shot put, track-andfield jumps). To help with the development of sport-specific
adaptation in sports in which repeating an event or a part of an event is not enough, there are
exercises that isolate and develop to various degree the physical abilities needed in that event.
The ratio of exercises from the sport (competitive actions) to the exercises that develop the
specific physical abilities needed in this sport varies depending on the type of sport, the stage of
athletic development of the athlete, and the period of the macrocycle (training cycle lasting
several months) the athlete is in.The Principle of Providing a General and Versatile Foundation
for Future SpecializationSpecialization in athletic training, as well as in any other human activity,
should be based on a wide foundation of general development. A lack of versatility and good
general development limits the progress that is possible in specialization. Sport-specific
endurance (aerobic or anaerobic) has to be based on general endurance (also aerobic or
anaerobic). So for sprints, contests of speed and speed-endurance, which are mainly anaerobic
efforts, research indicates the considerable importance of aerobic fitness. Research shows that
37% of the variance of a sprinter’s form is explained by aerobic fitness (Wolkow [Volkov] et al.
1972).As mentioned in Types of Exercises in chapter 1 all exercises, in any sports discipline, can
be divided into four groups: general exercises, directed exercises, sport-specific exercises, and



competitive exercises. Each sports discipline may put different exercises in any of these four
groups. The repertoire of the exercises belonging to any one of these four groups changes
depending on the needs of the athletes as determined by their ability, age, and stage of training.
Wazny (1967) gives this negative example of using a limited and an unchanging repertoire of
exercises: “Coaches who want quick success, even with young athletes, develop mainly the
physical abilities that are dominant in a given athletic event. Some use so-called exercises of
direct purpose or immediately applicable exercises. In such a system, a shot-putter practices
technique only by putting shot, develops strength by standard weight lifting exercises, and
speed by short sprints and starts. Such an approach results initially in considerable
improvement of sport-specific performance in shot put but a stagnation of it in only a few years,
after which permanent progress of the athlete is limited to strength as measured by standard
weight lifting methods and speed measured by the standard 20-meter sprint from starting
blocks.”The proper approach is to use a wide variety of exercises, some of which have similar
rhythm and form to those of the athlete’s specialty, to gradually develop sport-specific strength,
speed, and coordination and on that base to perfect the technique (Wazny 1967).Sport-specific
exercises do not develop every system, organ, or muscle in the same measure. As the level of
training increases, the parts of the body that lag behind become weak links, limiting the athlete’s
progress. To prevent this, general exercises are used that ensure an all-round development of
physical abilities—especially the abilities neglected by sport-specific exercises (Ulatowski
1981a).General conditioning has the task of accumulating morphological and functional
changes. On the basis of these accumulated changes—for example, muscle hypertrophy—
sport-specific exercises can be done in which efforts are more intensive. These sport-specific
exercises can be so intensive that, while causing performance to improve, they eventually
weaken some of the links in the movement chain. To put it another way—structures of the
athlete’s body might not adapt to intensive sport-specific exercises at the same rate as his or her
capabilities. This means that from time to time the athlete has to go back to general exercises or
needs to do some general exercises either during the same workouts or at least during the same
microcycles (weekly schedule of workouts) with the sport-specific exercises.General exercises
are not the same for every sports discipline. Long-distance runners at the beginning of their
training cycle lift weights, and weightlifters do some endurance exercises (Ulatowski 1979).
Endurance exercises result in an increased speed of recovery, making it possible to later
intensify strength training in the case of weightlifters (Hübner-Wozniak et al. 1995). Runners, by
lifting weights in long sets and at a slow pace, strengthen all muscle groups including muscles of
the upper body (Wazny 1981b).To find out what exercises ought to be used in which group
(general, directed, sport-specific, and training forms of competitive exercises) in the course of a
macrocycle, the coach has to find out what exercises best prepare his or her athletes for the final
goal of this macrocycle. Knowing what shape the athletes are in, the coach then finds the
exercises that build a sufficient functional and morphological foundation for the sport-specific
exercises. An athlete needs to train first to be fit for training before training for competition. Of



course, sport-specific exercises are used in all periods of the macrocycle, but in lesser volume at
the beginning of the cycle than when nearing competition. Highly trained athletes do general,
directed, and sport-specific exercises all year round. For example, strength training in track and
field consists of alternating general strength exercises with directed and sport-specific strength
exercises throughout the whole preparation period. General strength exercises can be done in
the same microcycles and even in the same workouts as sport-specific strength exercises
(Tidow 1990).General preparation must ensure steady progress and high achievements in the
future. The content of sport-specific preparation is built on the basis provided by general
preparation, and the content of general preparation depends on the requirements of sport-
specific preparation.Complex movement skills are formed on the basis of forms of movement
coordination learned earlier. This basis is widened in the process of learning various new skills
and so it increases the ability to further perfect movement skills. The richer an athlete’s treasury
of various athletic skills, the faster he or she masters new sport-specific skills, and the more
flexible is his or her application of these skills. The knowledge of techniques and tactics in a
variety of sports gives better insight into the athlete’s own sports discipline (Matveyev [Matveev]
1981).So-called secondary movement illiteracy is a result of reducing the variety of exercises. If
new and more difficult exercises are not added to the ones an athlete has mastered, and
especially if the technical exercises are replaced with some simpler movements such as basic
endurance or strength exercises, the athlete loses the old skills and overall coordination (Wazny
1981b).Following are some typical exercises used in the training of a 110-meter hurdler as an
example of versatility (Perkowski 1995):Acrobatic exercisesBall games such as soccer,
basketball, team handballJumps on one leg and on two legs with weightsMultijumps flat and
over obstaclesSkips [three varieties]Typical exercises with weights: snatch, clean and jerk,
press, full squats, half squats, step-ups, calf exercisesBack extensions, twists, sit-ups and other
trunk exercises with and without additional resistanceThrows and puts of light and heavy shots,
medicine balls, and other weights from various positions, with one or both handsRunning with
weightsRunning with maximal speedRunning with set submaximal speed on distances from 40
meters to 120 metersRunning distances longer than 120 meters on the track and off the track for
developing speed-enduranceCross-country continuous runsRunning uphillFlexibility
exercisesVarious technical exercises without using the hurdles
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kimana livingston, “Great book to complement the knowledge of any sports discipline!. This
book is not a standalone book, meaning it won't adequately teach you to prepare for a particular
sport; a runner won't be taught step by step to prepare to run their fastest times; they'd need a
book dedicated to sprinting or distance running for that. However, this book is full of gold that will
strongly complement any book dedicated to a single discipline. The principles defined and
discussed in this book is applicable to all sports, whether strength, power, or endurance-
oriented. Following the principles and guidelines in this book, along with adequate preparatory
know-how for their particular discipline, will prepare an athlete to achieve optimal levels of
athleticism in a SAFE, EFFECTIVE, EFFICIENT, and HEALTHY, HEALTHY way.”
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